
CAROLYN DICKINSON

Committed To Your Vision and Your Success !

ENERGIZING

Overcoming a learning disability, Carolyn earned a psychology degree,

an early childhood diploma and became a certified family mediator. 

 

With a strong vision to do more, she founded Supermom Entrepreneur,

an online community and the successful conference "I Am the Boss" that

ran for 5 years!

 

When a car accident nearly killed Carolyn and her two daughters, she

realized this was her "wake-up call" to do even more. Her burning desire

to help other professionals overcome their challenges and get clear on

their visions and goals, led her to create the highly successful executive

coaching, training and speaking business she owns today.

 

In her highly sought after keynotes, workshops and programs, Carolyn

shares her story, insights and expertise in clearing the clutter to make a

path for your true vision and roadmap to success.

"Carolyn was a game changer."

"Carolyn exceeded my expectations to move my business forward... faster."

"My business is on track and growing every month. This will be the best year yet."

"Carolyn helps you break through those barriers that have put a ceiling on your potential."

Profes s ional  Speaker  |  Trainer  |  Global  Execut ive  Coach |  Author

IMPACTFUL POWERFUL

Carolyn's Scope Includes:
Event Speaking

Workshops & Seminars
Leadership, Team 

& Executive Coaching

416-464-1178 
success@carolyndickinson.com

www.carolyndickinson.com

Book Carolyn To Speak

https://www.carolyndickinson.com/


ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE WHEN YOU HAVE A CLEAR VISION - IT CAN IGNITE A

POWERFUL ATION PLAN TO ACHIEVE YOUR ULTIMATE SUCCESS."

~ Carolyn Dickinson

 
Design Their Roadmap To Business Success!

IS YOUR VISION BIG ENOUGH?

In this keynote Carolyn will show you the impact of

having a clear powerful vision for your business, how

to break it down into bite size pieces, how to

translate to your team in a way that keeps them

motivated and drives you to reach your bullseye.  

It’s your GPS to success.

 

Helping Professionals

carolyndickinsonexecutivecoach

carolyndickinsonsuccesscoach

@cadickinson

@carolyndsuccess

416-464-1178 
success@carolyndickinson.com

www.carolyndickinson.com

Book Carolyn To Speak!

HIGHLY REQUESTED PRESENTATIONS

Vision

ARE YOU REALLY LISTENING OR BEING HEARD?

In this keynote Carolyn will deliver a framework on how

to develop a confident and effective team of

communicators through her processes of active

listening, how we listen, keeping an open mind, and

communicating in a way that people want to listen.

Communication

BE A LEADER THAT PEOPLE WANT TO FOLLOW

In this Keynote Carolyn clearly identifies what

leadership is and the benefits of being a leader your

team wants to follow that will increase your bottom

line and expand your business and growth potential.

Leadership

https://www.carolyndickinson.com/

